Activities/Games
上級

*Activities I created/modified for my eikaiwa class so instructions may be different than online
“Cards Against Eikaiwa”* (Adult) [A2-B1]
-Prepare decks of cards with themes like
PLACE, GENRE, PEOPLE, ITEM.
-Pull one of each card and make a “story” and
vote for which one was the best.

The Hot Seat* (Adult) [A2-B1]
-Write everyone’s name on a piece of paper and pull one at
random.
-The person who is chosen must sit in the “hot seat” while
everyone else goes around in a circle to ask questions.
-See if everyone can get through their question within a
certain time limit.

中級

Heads-Up (Any Age) [A2-B1]
-Create slips of paper with words or pictures;
similar to charades.
+Higher levels can also probably use the actual
Heads-Up app to also learn about pop-culture
etc.

Emotions Roleplay (Adult) [A2-B1]
-Create one set of cards with emotions and one
with scenarios.
-Each pair chooses 1 scenario card and each
person chooses 1 emotion card.
-Discuss and make a short skit based on the
scenario and the emotions to present.

Show & Tell (Any Age) [A2-B1]
-Everyone brings in an object or picture to
share that is important to them or that they
want to talk about.
-After they share have an open Q&A.

“The Name Game”* (Adult) [A1-A2]
-Tell the class that they are now “God” and that they have the
power to change the name of everyday objects.
-Split the class into groups.
-Choose a list of random objects that the group must rename
using different words.
-Vote for which name is best and that becomes the new name.

Desert Island/Ranking Games (Adult) [A2-B1]
-As a group you must discuss what items you would bring to
a deserted island. Goal is an unanimous decision.
-Similar activities are ranking what is most important in life.

“Heroes vs Villains”* (Any Age) [A1-A2]
-Alternative “hangman” where every letter
guess that isn’t on the board is one step closer
to the villains winning.

Engagement Level

Snowball Fight (Older Ages) [A2-B1]
-Prepare slips of paper for everyone to write questions on.
-Crumple up the questions to make “snowballs.”
-Split the class into 2 and draw a border line.
-During the snowball fight each team throws the snowballs
onto the other side.
-When the time is up the team must answer all questions
that are left on their side of the line.

HIGHER

DEBATING/DISCUSSING
CONTROVERSIAL TOPICS
IN JAPAN/THE WORLD:
Tattoos, smoking bans, plastic
bag ban, sin tax, adoption, etc.

CULTURAL TOPICS/
EXCHANGE:
Share about taboos, slang,
dialects, family, hometown, etc.

TALKING ABOUT THE
SELF:
Daily life, work, favorite things,
hobbies, pop culture, family,
pets, vacation plans, travel
plans, etc

LEARNING GRAMMAR/
VOCAB FOR CERTAIN
SCENARIOS:
Doctor’s visit, hotel front
desk, gift giving, ordering at
a restaurant, tipping, asking/
giving directions, small talk,
travel etc.

BEGINNER

初級

Jeopardy* (Any Age) [A1-A2]
-Create a jeopardy board suited to your class or
find one online.
+Flip the classroom— Ask a class member to
switch and be the host

LOWER

Debate (Adult) [B1-B2]
-Class chooses a topic to debate/discuss about.
-Can ask for preparation as homework.
+Teach phrases specific to debating.

INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

“Madlibs”* (Adult) [A2-B1]
-Ask simple questions and the answers
correspond to the blank on the story sheet.
(Instead of asking for adjectives, nouns, etc.)
-Can be used for holidays for example writing
a letter to Santa or a Valentine’s Day love
letter.

BEGINNER

Topics/Can-Do

ADVANCED

ADVANCED

Eikaiwa Cheat Sheet
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Eikaiwa Cheat Sheet

Japan Foundation Standards Tree:
*To help you choose activities based on what your students
want to focus on. What “Can-Do’s” are their goals?

https://www.facebook.com/groups/595371330516928/
Online ESL Games for Children:
https://www.eslgamesplus.com/fun-games/

Sustained monologue:
describing experience
Sustained dialogue:
e.g. in a debate

Japan Teaching Resources FB Group:

CEFR Common Reference Levels:
*To understand activity ranking on page 1
Conversation

Listening to audio
media & recordings
Informal discussions
with friends

Listening to announcements &
instructions

Understanding a
native speaker

Understanding conversation
between native speakers

Turn-taking

Vocabulary range & control

Spoken fluency
Grammatical accuracy
Appropriateness

Coherence &
cohesion

https://jfstandard.jp/pdf/2016_jfs_tree.pdf

https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1-cefr-3.3-common-reference-levels-global-scale

tl;dr— Things to keep in mind/tips:
-Everyone’s motivation and level is different.
-Use the first classes to figure out people’s interests, gauge levels, learn
why they’re in the eikaiwa class, get to know each other, and ask them
what they want to learn to help you shape your lesson.
-Maintaining balance.
-Some people talk too much and shyer people do not have the chance to
participate. Figure out how you can get everyone to join in.

-Does your class want/need
worksheets?
-Check yourself. How is your
pace and speed?
-Ask for feedback.
-Learn as you go.
-You have the freedom to
experiment and have fun with
your own lesson plans.
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Kira Hayashi
KumamotoALT@gmail.com
Asagiri Town BOE
1 year of beginner/intermediate adult
eikaiwa, E.S & N.S ALT experience
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